Pro Scouting Report
#

Pro Position(s)

33

RB

PLAYER INFO
Prospect (Last, First)
DOB (Age)

Lewis, Dion

Scout Name (Last, First)

9-27-90 (27)

Arcement, Jordan

COLLEGE

YEAR – RD – TM

TEAM

Pittsburgh (PAPT)

11 - 5th - PHI

New England Patriots

Games Played

Games Started

54

19

INJURIES
KEY STATS

CAREER INFORMATION
Games Won
Winning %

51

Positions Started Captain

63%

RB

No

2017-No injuries, 2016-IR wk 1-9-off season Lt knee surgery, 2015-Wk9-17-Torn Lt ACL,
2014-Did not play, 2013-Season-Fractured fibula.
Coming off career high in rushing with 896 yards and 6 TDs with an additional 214 Rec &
3 TDs. No fumbles on the season.

Height

Weight

40 YD

10 YD

5065

195

4.62

1.6

MEASURABLES
Hand
Vert
28 1/8 8 3/4 34.5
Arm

3 Cone

SS

Broad

Bench

6.9

4.18

9'04"

17

Tapes Viewed

2017: vs. LAC, at DEN, vs. MIA, vs. BUF, vs. NYJ

BEST
WORST
PROJECTION

COD, Agility, Burst, Patience, Pass Catching Ability, Mental Processing, Play Strength

SCHEME FIT

Gap/Zone scheme who throws to the back out of the back field.

Blocking in Pass Pro
Starting running back you can win with who can fit in both Gap and Zone systems, with
the ability to catch out of the backfield. Won’t be able to protect the quarterback
consistently because of his size.

SUMMARY
6th year pro who was drafted in 2011 by the Philadelphia Eagles. Missed 2 seasons, 2013 with a fractured
fibula, and 2014 after getting released and not playing in any game. Made his NFL return in 2015 with the New
England Patriots, where he has been for the last 3 seasons. 2017 played RB for Patriots first year Offensive
Coordinator Josh McDaniels. Short, compact, athletic build with a strong lower body having adequate weight,
marginal height, arm length, and hand size. Very good athletic ability displaying very good quickness, COD,
acceleration, and balance. Good as a Gap runner, showing his very good mental processing and patience letting
the play develop as he reads the defense, setting up the LBs and following his blocks through the designed
path. Shows very good burst through the hole, and if the play is clogged is smart enough to get what he can
and not take a negative play. Also good as a Zone runner with very good mental processing to read the defense
and leverage blocks to Bang/Bounce/Bend. Has a very good jump cut and makes small adjustments to his path
when he feels the defense to avoid contact. Can stick his foot in the ground and burst through small holes, and
hits it so fast he can beat the angles of LBs to pick up extra yards. Very good play strength to run through arm
tackles of 2nd and 3rd level defenders, squaring his shoulders with very good pad level, pumping his feet
fighting for extra yards, consistently falling forward and showing he can bounce off direct contact from a
safety for an additional gain. Very good in the open field with the ability to make the first guy miss
consistently, using COD, hesitations and agility along with balance after spin moves or jumping over a
defender with the strength to stiff arm 2nd and 3rd level guys. Very good competitive toughness, as despite his
small frame, he has the heart to finish all his runs regardless of the competition or situation, picking up first
downs in critical points of the game. Good in the passing game with good route running ability. Asked to run
Hook, Swing, Flat, and Option routes where he uses agility to manipulate LBs with head fakes and leverage
accelerating out his breaks. Good mental processing, understanding Zone sitting in the void of the defense. Has
very good hands, and after the catch he can make the first defender miss. Solid blocking with the mental
processing to identify who he needs to pick up. Has the competitiveness to take on a safety chest to chest, but
will cut a LB. As a ball carrier when going left he doesn’t switch the football to his outside hand. He has more
quickness and burst than speed, and does not have the footspeed for the homerun. Is better in-between the
tackles than outside, not being able to turn the corner consistently. Because his slight size he can be taken
down by an arm tackle from a defensive linemen. When split out as a WR he only runs quick routes, and isn’t
asked to run the route tree. Because he is so small in passing situations he isn’t asked to protect the
quarterback for long, its either play action or the ball comes out quick with the possibility to releases for a
route. Overall he is a starter you can win with, and can utilized in both a Gap/Zone running schemes, and be
incorporated in the passing game. He can play all 3 downs if you utilize him as a pass catcher, but he won’t be
able to protect the quarterback.

